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S.D. Standard Drilling Plc (OB:SDSD) 

 
Summary: Standard Drilling is a $127mm market cap company that trades only $150k per day on the 
Norwegian stock exchange, has no earnings, and is only covered by Norwegian sell-side. The 
company was set up 2 years ago by a successful Norwegian investor to acquire oil supply vessels 
from distressed sellers who had taken on debt to order vessels at peak cycle. Extensive primary 
research reveals that these vessels are worth double Standard’s market cap, that the cycle bottomed 
a few months ago and is turning, which could quickly act as the catalyst to close this valuation 
discount. There is only 27% downside even if bottom of the cycle vessel values persist forever. 

Industry and Company Overview (see Appendix p.4-6 for more details) 
Standard owns 100% of 5 large platform supply vessels (PSVs) which make up ¾ of it’s value, and ~25% of 
15 medium PSVs. PSVs are boats that carry cargo such as equipment and fluids to offshore oil fields. 
Standard operates in the North Sea, for operators like Statoil and BP. The North Sea market consists of ~130 
PSVs, of which ~65 are in layup after arguably the worst downturn in its history. The industry is highly cyclical 
and ultimately driven by confidence in future oil prices, which drive the capex of oil companies and the 
demand for rigs and PSVs. Like other cyclical industries, many companies ordered vessels with large 
amounts of debt at peak cycle, and have since become distressed sellers. The Norwegian investor Oystein 
Spetalen has a history of successful energy investments, and set up Standard 2 years ago to buy vessels at 
less than half of even today’s market values in some cases and wait for the upturn. That upturn has begun. 
Investment Thesis 
I began research into the PSV market while looking at another company, but primary sources consistently 
and voluntarily picked out Standard as the one company that has been able to take advantage of distressed 
sellers.  The stock is overlooked, and it is unlikely I would have come across it otherwise. As one source said: 
“That particular company is very unique. They’ve got cash in reserve and they’ve been able to take advantage 
of distressed sales in the market… There are not really any companies buying vessels at the rate they are 
buying. They’re good quality vessels. Able to work freely in the North Sea on a range of contracts. They 
should make probably substantial profits for those PSVs that they bought very cheaply.” 
(1) The North Sea supply vessel cycle has turned, and this will enable Standard to realize the intrinsic 
value of its fleet. All my sources said the downturn in the North Sea has potentially been the worst ever, but 
that the cycle has turned in the last 6 months and the summer of 2018 looks like the first one of improvement.  
o Rig utilization is up 11% y/y and now at 64%, which is translating into day rates for vessels rising by 20% 

y/y. Historically, day rates have inflected upwards at 75% utilization, suggesting this is likely to be 
reached in 1 years’ time. (see appendix p.4-6 for more details).  

 

Share Price 1.78NOK     Upside (today) Methodology

Shares Out (mm) 576              Base Case 129% DCF value of fleet + conservative M&A

Market Cap (mm) 1,023NOK   Bull Case 150% DCF value of fleet + significant M&A

Market Cap (mm) 127$            Bear Case -27% Market value of fleet at bottom of cycle

Net Cash (mm) 170NOK      

Enterprise Value (mm) 853NOK      

Volume (mm) 1.2NOK       

USD/NOK 8.08NOK     

Summary Stats (20 May, 2018) Valuation Scenarios
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o Shipbrokers confirm that large PSVs are now getting day rates of £10k/$14k and contracts at $15.5-
18.5k/d for summer 2018. This data underpins my valuation assumptions below. Companies are now 
taking vessels out of stack and “Statoil has never had more drilling”. 

o Most vessel companies reported substantial improvements in the North Sea in Q1. I asked two 
managements at global supply vessel companies to rank their regions in terms of outlook for recovery, 
and both ranked the North Sea the highest (and Asia Pacific the lowest).  

o In Q1 earnings calls, several Norwegian oil companies confirmed they are increasing capex, rigs, wells 
drilled, and implied they expect inflationary activity.   

 (2) Standard’s existing fleet is worth nearly double it’s market cap when the cycle turns.  
o I valued each of Standard’s vessels using a DCF over its remaining life, and sense-checked these 

valuations in multiple ways. The exact assumptions are displayed below and an example DCF is 
presented in the Appendix (p.10), but in general they were: 
- Industry average day rates for vessels today, adjusted for vessel specifications. 
- Utilization of vessels (number of days working) today based on the contracts in place for 2018. 
- Mid-cycle day rates, utilizations, and opex in 3 years’ time, adjusted for vessel specifications. 
- Total vessel life of 25 years (remaining vessel life is lower) 

Using these assumptions and multiplying by Standard’s ownership stakes gives a total fleet value of 
$209mm, or NOK 1687mm. Adding the net cash of NOK 170mm gives an intrinsic value of NOK 2344mm 
vs Standard’s market cap of NOK 1023mm. The 5 large PSVs alone are worth more than the market cap. 

 
Market prices obtained from VesselsValue 
o These valuations were sense checked in multiple ways: 

- I obtained the estimated market values of these boats both today and at peak cycle in January 2014 
from a consultancy called VesselsValue, which is widely used in the industry. 97.5% of all actual 
sales take place at a price within 20% of VesselsValue’s estimated market value prior to the sale. 
These estimates placed the market value of Standard’s fleet at $320mm in Jan 2014 and $71mm 
today. The DCF estimate of $209mm therefore seems reasonable for a mid-cycle environment. 

- VesselsValue also estimates the ‘intrinsic value’ of vessels using a DCF. These estimate Standard’s 
fleet value at a higher $222mm than my estimate of $209mm.  

- If the mid-cycle assumptions are correct, the fleet will generate $39.8mm of FCF to Standard in 3 
years’ time and so the DCF estimated value of $209mm only puts it on a 5.3x multiple. 
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o 3/4 of Standard’s value lies in its 5 largest vessels (Standard Viking, Supplier, Princess, Supporter, 
Provider). These have high visibility given their quality and utilization rates of ~80% in 2017 and ~94% so 
far in 2018 despite the market environment, and alone are worth 25% more than Standard’s market cap. 
Several sources told me that despite being 10 years old these are “very very good vessels”. 

(3) All vessels have been acquired from very distressed sellers, and Standard is an investment vehicle 
that is very likely to create more value by taking advantage of further distressed companies.  
o All vessels were acquired from distressed sellers (see Appendix p.9-11 for ship by ship details): 

- ER Offshore (9 vessels) was forced into a bank sale and today has no ships remaining. 
- World Wide Supply ASA (6 vessels) had defaulted on it’s debt and had no ships operating. 
- Volstad Shipping (2 vessels) was forced into a bank sale and has now exited the industry. 
- Island Offshore (2 vessels) had breached covenants and raised cash for debt restructuring. 

o In Standard’s last 2 acquisitions, it has paid an average of just 43% of today’s market value and 22% of 
my DCF value for the vessels.  

o Several vessel owners will likely go through further restructuring in 2018 (see Appendix p.11-12) and 
Standard is by far the obvious buyer when vessels get sold at discounted prices. The company has 
historically issued equity prior to making acquisitions, and in fact issued $12.6mm in March 2018 and has 
only spent $1.7mm. While it may seem aggressive to assume value creating acquisitions in a base case 
valuation, the company’s history and the market environment suggest this is the most likely outcome.  

o An example of a potential acquisition is the remaining 73.8% of the 6 ‘World’ vessels that Standard does 
not own. Assuming that the economics would be the same as for the existing 26.2%, this would cost 
Standard $20.4mm, which is almost identical to the $21.0mm of net cash it has on the balance sheet and 
create NOK 657mm in value (see Appendix p. 12). This is what is assumed in the base case valuation. 

o Given Standard has made 13 acquisitions in the last 22 months, it is reasonable in a bull case to assume 
more than 1 acquisition over the next year. There are currently 31 vessels in layup and of better quality 
than some of Standard’s fleet, many of which are owned by likely distressed sellers (see Appendix p.12). 
Standard issued $64mm of equity in 2017 for acquisitions, and only $12.8mm so far in 2018. Assuming 
it issues half of the 2017 total this year and continues to acquire vessels at 26% of their estimated DCF 
value adds NOK 1257mm (~40%) to Standard’s intrinsic value (see Appendix p.12-13).  

Valuation 

 
Management & Ownership (see Appendix p.14-15 for more details) 
Norwegian investor Oystein Spetalen is the key driver behind the company. He owns the Ferncliff group, a 
private investment fund that has been most active in the Norwegian energy space but has also made 
investments across TMT, property, and healthcare. Spetalen and Ferncliff together own most of Saga 
Tankers ASA, which owns ~20% of Standard’s stock. Saga has participated whenever Standard has needed 
to issue equity for acquisitions. Spetalen installed all of the board and management (a total of 5 people). 
Key Risks 
o Oil prices falling back to the $40-50s is the dominant risk and would make my bear case likely as the 

market value of the fleet would not recover. However, even assuming trough cycle market values persist 
forever only gives 27% downside, which shows how asymmetric risk/reward is at today’s stock price. 

o Management execution. Standard will likely issue equity to acquire, and given the stock’s discount to 
intrinsic value this could destroy value if the acquisition is not attractive enough. Standard’s place as one 
of several investment vehicles controlled by Spetalen/Ferncliff could create misaligned incentives. For 
example, they could decide they need cash to fund one of their other businesses and so sell Standard’s 
vessels too early/cheaply. There has also been 1 case of insider selling which may be explained by this 
(see Appendix p.14-15). 

(mm) Bear Base Bull

Fleet Value 574NOK      1,687NOK   1,687NOK   
Bear: Market prices today as estimated by VesselsValue.                                                   

Base & Bull: DCF

M&A Value -NOK       657NOK      1,257NOK   
Base: Net cash divided by 26% (The percent of DCF value paid for New World Supply).                           

Bull: Assume Standard makes half the volume of acquistions in 2018 as 2017

Intrinsic Value 574NOK      2,344NOK   2,944NOK   

Enterprise Value 853NOK      1,023NOK   1,178NOK   

Net Cash 170NOK      -NOK       -NOK        Base & Bull: Net cash used for acquisitions. 

Market Cap 1,023NOK   1,023NOK   1,178NOK   

Equity Upside -27% 129% 150%

Valuation Scenarios
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Unit Economics/How these businesses make money 
The PSV business model is simple: companies order vessels from ship builders typically years in advance 
of delivery, and lease them to oil companies typically on contracts of 3-12 months. There is also a spot market 
that is used particularly often when demand for vessels for a long period is low (like now). While the opex of 
hiring a captain and crew tend to be relatively fixed, the day rates paid by oil companies tends to vary greatly 
over the course of a cycle: 

 
Utilization of vessels is also very important. This can be as high as 90% for the industry at peak cycle, and 
30% at trough cycle as ships get put into lay-up. 
Ships usually last for ~25 years. Vessel values are typically determined by the cost and depreciation as they 
age, but the cyclicality of the industry typically means that companies end up ordering vessels at the top of 
the cycle, and so vessels often earn lower than normal FCFs in their initial years which means that their PV 
ends up being below the cost of construction. 
 

The North Sea PSV Market 
The North Sea has been a market for offshore oil for nearly a century. Numerous oil companies operate in 
the region, most notably the majors like Statoil, BP, and Shell, but also many others. The PSV market also 
consists of many players are barriers to entry are extremely low: it is easy to rent a boat and hire and captain 
and crew. The biggest players tend to be Norwegian or US companies. On the Norwegian side, these include 
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Solstad/Farstad/Deep Sea Supply (recently merged), DOF, Havila, Eidesvik and many others. On the US 
side these include Tidewater, Hornbeck, Gulfmark, and SEACOR Marine.  
There are ~130 PSVs in the market, of which ~65 are currently in layup. More vessels could come from other 
markets if conditions improve. The live status of all vessels can be tracked at http://westshore.no/, with live 
locations at https://theseabay.com/Client/Home#. 
All of my sources stated that the current downturn in the North Sea has been worse than 2008, and  potentially 
the worst ever. This has been because (1) the oil price did not recover quickly, (2) companies made large 
vessel orders right at the top of the cycle, and (3) most/all companies entered the downturn highly levered. 
As a result, almost all companies have been through some form of bankruptcy or restructuring. 
As one oil company said, the North Sea had a “near death experience”. Much of the kit was near it’s end of 
life. Operating efficiency was awful with lots of downtime and high labor costs. As a result, there were 
significant redundancies, and this was the bulk of the cost cutting. The businesses have become more 
efficient with automation and using technology. They think this is structural. The change in prices with service 
providers is more likely to be cyclical. 
As costs fall and oil rises from $30 to $80, it is clear that the cycle has turned. As one source said: 
“If oil can stay at $60-90 then oil companies will have the confidence to invest in projects so activity will 
probably be high and the demand for boats will be higher and everything should improve.” 
The number of PSV tenders is up ~35% y/y, and the number of rigs is already rising, with utilization up 11% 
y/y and now at 64%: 

 
Day rates for vessels are already rising (left chart), but have historically inflected upwards at 75% utilization 
(right), suggested this is likely to be reached in 1 years’ time: 

 
Source: Standard’s April 2018 equity issuance docs 

Shipbrokers all agree that prices are rising and but there is a range of opinion as to how quickly it will rise. 
The general consensus on prices today is that they are already around £10k. One said we will probably not 
get back to £13k in the next 2-3 years and that this would need oil at $100. Clarkson's 18 April 2018 report 
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says that large PSVs are getting $15.5-18.5k for summer 2018. However, another shipbroker told me that 
day rates may not need to go back to £13k because costs have come down. 
A key source of speculation is how many ships in layup will come back to the market. The supply vessel 
companies say that only 40-50% will, whereas the shipbrokers estimate that 70-80% will. The vessels that 
will struggle to come back are the older and smaller ones. There are two main reasons for this: First, given 
the oversupply of boats oil companies can be picky in the ones they choose. Second, as offshore drilling 
moves increasingly to deeper and harsher waters, higher quality boats are required. Boats over 10 years old 
are unlikely to come back. As one oil company told me, they are not looking for the lowest price on day-rate 
drilling - they want the best quality with very low downtime. 
As the market turns, so too does the value of the vessels. However, given the number of vessels in layup it 
is unlikely that the increased theoretical value of the vessels can be realized through asset sales. Instead, 
they will be realized through higher earnings power. As one source said: “who wants to spend $10mm on a 
boat in a rubbish market that is trading at a loss?”. In other words, you can’t practically sell them. The value 
has to be realized through higher day rates that translates into higher cash flows.  
 

Standard’s Fleet 
Large vessels 
Standard acquired 5 very large PSVs which are now the core of the company through two transactions in 
2017. In January 2017, Standard bought 3 PSVs from Volstad Shipping for a total price of $40m. These 
vessels cost ~$41m each to build. In October, the company further acquired 2 very large PSVs from defunct 
German owner ER Offshore for $11.1m each that originally cost $57m to build. All 5 vessels are amongst the 
most advanced in the world, which was confirmed through my primary research calls.  

 
Source: Company presentation 

The market value of these vessels over time: 
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Source: VesselsValue 

These vessels have been highly utilized throughout this downturn: 

 
Source: Company presentation 

 
Medium sized vessels  

 
Source: Company presentation 
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The market value of these vessels over time: 

 
Sources: VesselsValue 

Utilization: 
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Source: Company presentation 

All the New World Supply vessels are currently in layup and are not controlled by Standard. US multi-billion 
and multi-strategy hedge fund QVT Financial owns the 73.8% and Standard 26.2%. 
World Emerald and World Sapphire are managed by Tschudi Ship Management and are currently in layup 
in Cadiz, Spain. Tschudi Ship Management is located in Estonia and is a wholly owned subsidiary of the 
Tschudi Shipping Company – a privately owned Norwegian holding company for the Tschudi group dating 
back to 1883. Both vessels can be found on Tschudi’s website, which confirms they are in layup and available 
within 14 day’s notice: http://www.tschudioffshore.com/page/915/Fleet_List 
World Diamond, Perdiot, Pearl and Opal are managed by Remoy Management, a Norwegian company. They 
are currently in layup in Ålesund, Norway. All vessels can be found on Remoy’s website at: https://remoy-
management.no/fleet/offshore-service-vessels and can be available at 2-3weeks notice.  
 
Valuation of Vessels 
DCF of Standard Viking: 

 
DCF of FS Bergen: 

 
 
Distressed sellers 
All of Standard’s sellers have been distressed. The below chart gives an overview of prices paid, dates, 
and seller info: 
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Sellers: 
ER Offshore 
Private company that is very difficult to find information about, but they no longer have any ships listed on 
their website: https://www.er-offshore.com/en/fleet.php 
Sources say that they went from ~12 ships to 0. Were forced into sales by German banks. 
 

World Wide Supply ASA   
World Wide Supply (WWS) was a Cayman exempt company. They took on debt to order 6 vessels at the top 
of the market cycle. These vessels entered long-term contracts with Petrobras in Brazil that were 
subsequently cancelled in 2016. They then moved to the North Sea to trade on the spot market briefly. By 
August 2016 (when Standard acquired its first stake), all 6 vessels were in layup and the company had 
breached its covenants and defaulted on part of its debt. It had NOK 1257mm of debt, NOK 82mm of unpaid 
interest and NOK 93mm in additional annual interest. In its last public report in Q2 2016, the company wrote: 
“The Company is in breach of its obligations under the loan agreement. The lenders have, in spite of the 
default, asked the board and management to continue the operations of the Company and not file for 
bankruptcy. In this respect an agreement has been entered into reflected in the chapter on financial risk. As 
a result of the Company being in breach of its loan agreements the Company cannot report financially as a 
going concern…. The major financial risk confronting the Company is that it is in breach of its obligations 
under the loan agreement. Interest has not been paid since August 2015. This default has not been waived 
by the lenders but they have agreed to leave interest falling due as unpaid until further notice. Since the 
Company is constantly taking on new debt in form of new trade creditors, the lenders have agreed to allow 
the company the use of its cash to pay these, even in the case of an enforcement of the securities.” 
Standard acquired first lien bonds in the company in October and November 2016 and in January 2017 all 
the debt in the company was converted into the equity of a new company called New World Supply Ltd. New 
World Supply today has no debt. Standard owns 26.2% of the equity and a US multi-strategy and multi-billion 
dollar hedge fund called QVT Financial owns the other 73.8%. QVT was founded and is run by Dan Gold. 
Gold was a trader at Deutsche Bank before founding QVT in 2010, and has since 2010 has also served as 
a non-executive director on the board of a UK drilling rig company called Awilco Drilling, which QVT has also 
invested in.  
 

Island Offshore 
Island has also breached covenants and had to sell vessels to raise cash. In their Q4 ’17 report they wrote: 
“YTD cash flow is positive with NOK 183 mill due to positive cash flow from operations, additional loan from 
principal owners NOK 164 mill and a net equity capital injection of NOK 63 mill in subsidiaries. Following sale 
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of the three vessels in Q1-17, the Company repaid NOK 1,199 mill of financial loans and other long-term 
liabilities in addition to extraordinary repayment as part of the restructuring. Net working capital is negative 
due to re-classification of outstanding ship mortgages to short term liabilities following the ongoing 
restructuring. Net interest bearing debt (adjusted for CIRR loans/deposits and shareholder loans) has been 
significantly reduced from 31.12.2016 and totals NOK 5,495 mill at 31.12.2017 (down from NOK 6,987 mill 
at 31.12.16). This corresponds to a gearing ratio of 12,4 (NIBD/12M rolling EBITDA). The Company is in 
breach with the current financial covenants, and has requested a waiver from the secured and unsecured 
lenders as part of restructuring negotiations.” 
 

Email from CFO of Island Offshore: 
“The sale of the Express & Earl was definitely influenced by the fact that we have been through a debt 
restructuring, but the main reason was that we are of the opinion that there will be a significant over-supply 
of PSV’s in the market in the short to medium term. As a consequence we found it beneficial to dispose of 
the two oldest and smallest PSV’s in our fleet. In our opinion the PSV’s of UT755 design is “outdated” in the 
advanced parts of the OSV market - and thus we want to concentrate on larger and slightly more advanced 
vessels. Standard paid the going market price at the point in time when they purchased the vessels - whether 
this is to be considered a “good” or a “fair” deal is up to the eyes looking I guess. It was a historically low 
price - but I think also that UT755’s has been sold at even lower prices after the purchase of the Express & 
Earl was concluded.” 
  

Standard has built up its stakes since August 2016 through 2 vehicles – Wanax AS and New World Supply 
Ltd. (See p.13 for company structure). 

 
 

M&A Value 
Standard has made 13 acquisitions in the last 22 months, all from distressed sellers. Industry sources expect 
several major restructurings to take place in 2018 as debt levels are still extremely high for all publically listed 
peers except Tidewater and Gulfmark, which are both US companies and went through Chapter 11. The 
industry has an interest coverage of -1.0x and Net Debt/EBITDA of 13.3x.  

 

Acquisition History
Date Price ($mm) Equity Stake

Wanax AS (5x Standard boats and 7x FS boats)
Aug-16 2.40$            20% equity in PSV  Opportunity 1 DIS (FS Kristiansand, Bergen, Arendal)
Oct-16 2.40$            20% equity in PSV Opportunity 2 DIS (FS Abergeldi, Aberdour)
Nov-16 5.10$            100% acquired entire equity in Wanax, transferred interest in PSV 1 and 2 to Wanax.
Jan-17 5.20$            35% equity in PSV Opportunity 3 DIS (FS Baremar, Balmoral)
Jan-17 40.00$          100% Wanax acqures Standard Princess, Supplier, Viking
Jun-17 PSV 1 and 2 merged into 3. Result is a 25.53% stake for Wanax (which Standard owns 100% of).
Oct-17 22.20$          100% Standard Provider, Supporter
Jan-18 1.30$            Participate in $5mm equity issuance for PSV 3 ($1.3mm is pro-rataed to SDSD's stake)
Mar-18 4.90$            25.5% equity in Northern PSV AS (FS Crathes, Carrick)

New World Supply Ltd. (6x World boats)
Oct-16 1.78$            purchased 10.5mm senior secured callable bonds
Nov-16 0.24$            purchased 1.7mm senior secured callable bonds
Jan-17 5.08$            15.6% equity in private placement from bondholders
Mar-17 3.07$            7.7% equity
Mar-17 (0.04)$           interest redeemed from bonds
Mar-17 1.39$            7.5mm bonds
Apr-17 1.14$            2.9% equity
Aug-17 (0.53)$           redemption of bonds

Publically traded peers

Data as of 18 March, 2018 North Sea. PSV & AHTS

Market 

Cap
Cash Debt EV EBITDA EBIT

Interest 

Expense

Net Debt/    

EBITDA

Interest 

Coverage

Total 

Vessels

Vessels in 

Layup

Havila Shipping ASA (OB:HAVI) 28.3$        29.6$        509.9$      508.6$      43.3$          (12.4)$         25.5$          11.1x -0.5x 23              8                
Eidesvik Offshore ASA (OB:EIOF) 52.7$        69.0$        323.6$      307.3$      5.5$            (18.7)$         11.3$          46.1x -1.7x 22              7                

Tidewater Inc. (NYSE:TDW) 755.6$      433.8$      448.2$      770.0$      (50.0)$         (100.0)$       22.4$          -ve EBITDA -4.5x 21              5                
Bourbon Corporation SA (ENXTPA:GBB) 521.2$      286.6$      1,892.6$   2,127.2$   99.9$          (340.0)$       84.7$          16.1x -4.0x 8                3                

Siem Offshore Inc. (OB:SIOFF) 233.2$      328.3$      1,304.1$   1,209.0$   138.7$        18.3$          42.0$          7.0x 0.4x 21              ?
Nordic American Offshore Ltd. (NYSE:NAO) 70.7$        31.5$        136.6$      175.8$      (2.0)$           (19.0)$         6.8$            -ve EBITDA -2.8x 10              1                

DOF ASA (OB:DOF) 320.7$      177.0$      1,852.1$   1,995.8$   247.5$        112.3$        66.5$          6.8x 1.7x 17              -             
Solstad Farstad ASA (OB:SOFF) 204.8$      183.4$      3,515.7$   3,537.1$   152.1$        26.0$          94.3$          21.9x 0.3x 110            42              

Gulfmark Offshore, Inc. (AMEX:GLF) 244.7$      52.9$        92.4$        284.2$      3.0$            (39.4)$         11.0$          13.2x -3.6x 30              9                
Industry 2,431.9$   1,592.0$   10,075.2$ 10,915.1$ 638.0$        (372.9)$       364.5$        13.3x -1.0x 262            75              

S.D. Standard Drilling Plc (OB:SDSD) 127.6$      21.0$        -$          106.6$      2.0$            2.0$            -$            n/a n/a 20              8                

2018 Estimates (CapIQ or Proprietary)
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The publically traded peers alone have 75 vessels in layup, which are the most likely vessels to get sold. 
This figure includes both PSVs and Anchor Handlers (another type of vessel that companies owning PSVs 
also typically own).  
Focusing just on the PSV market and including private peers, shipbrokers show that there are a total of 67 
PSVs currently in layup in the North Sea, which demonstrates there are indeed plenty of additional acquisition 
targets. Of these, 31 vessels are likely to be better quality (larger deck size, younger) than Standard’s existing 
World Supply vessels and so be the types of vessels that Standard will go for: 

 
Source: http://westshore.no/ 
As examples of why some of these vessels are realistic acquisition targets: (i) 4 of these vessels are owned 
by Island Offshore, which Standard has already acquired 2 vessels from as a result of their need to restructure 
debt. (ii) 2 of these vessels are owned by Bourbon, which is expected to make -$340mm EBIT in 2018 on an 
EV of $2.1bn and has already stated they want to sell PSVs in a ‘strategic’ shift. 
One obvious way for Standard to make more acquisitions would be to acquire the remaining 73.8% of the 6 
New World Supply vessels that it does not already own. Assuming that the economics of this would be the 
same as for the existing 26.2%, this would cost Standard $20.4mm, which is almost identical to the $21.0mm 
of net cash it has on the balance sheet today. This is what is assumed in the base case valuation: 

 
A more realistic but aggressive scenario assumes that Standard makes more than 1 acquisition over the next 
year. Standard issued $64mm of equity in 2017 to make acquisitions, and only $12.8mm so far in 2018. 
Assuming it issues half the equity in 2018 as it did in 2017 gives it a total buying power of $40.2mm. If it 
continues to acquire vessels at just 26% of their estimated DCF value (they achieved 26% and 19% in their 
last 2 acquisitions), then there is ~150% equity upside. This is what is assumed for the bull case. 

Acquiring The Remaining 73.8% of New World Supply Ltd.
(mm)

Acquisition + reactivation cost for 26.2% of New World Supply Ltd. 7.2$             
Cost for remaining 73.8% if valuation is the same 20.4$           

Net cash already on balance sheet 21.0$           

31 vessels in layup that have a 
larger deck size (and mostly 
younger) than the Standard’s 
New World Supply vessels. 

These are potential 
acquisitions for Standard. 

Standard’s existing 6 New 
World Supply vessels 
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Company Structure 

 
 
Standard has effective control of the vessels in its stakes in Northern PSV AS and PSV Opportunity III due 
to the fact that Norwegian DIS structures typically have a ‘trigger clause’ of 15% ownership. This ‘trigger 
clause’ means that other shareholders have to sell or buy out Standard at the equivalent price of any offer 
from a third party to buy the vessels. The vessels are also managed by Fletcher Shipping, which Standard 
outsources it’s operations to. 
Standard does not have control over the 6 vessels owned by New World Supply. These are operated by 
Tschudi Ship Management and Remoy Management. 
 

Management 
Norwegian investor Oystein Spetalen is the key driver behind the company. He owns the Ferncliff group, a 
private investment fund that has been most active in the Norwegian energy space but has also made 
investments across TMT, property, and healthcare. Spetalen and Ferncliff together own most of Saga 
Tankers ASA, which owns ~20% of Standard’s stock. Standard has a $10mm revolving credit facility with 
Saga, and Saga has participated whenever Standard has needed to issue equity for acquisitions. Effectively, 
Saga is another investment subsidiary of Ferncliff that Spetalen uses to fund Standard when necessary. 
Spetalen installed Martin Nes as the current chairman, who is the CEO of Ferncliff and also installed as the 
chairman of Saga Tankers. He owns 2.2mm shares. Spetalen also installed Arne Fredly from Apollo Asset 

Further Acquisition Value
Standard issued $64mm of equity in 2017 and $12.8mm so far in 2018.

(mm)
Total equity issued in 2018 32.0$           

Equity already issued 12.8$           
Additional equity issued 19.2$           

Net cash already on balance sheet 21.0$           
Buying power to acquire vessels 40.2$           

Existing market cap 1,023NOK   
Additional equity issued 155NOK      

New market cap 1,178NOK   

Existing intrinsic value (DCF of existing fleet) 1,687NOK   
% of DCF value vessels acquired at 26%

DCF value of vessels acquired 1,257NOK   
New Intinsic Value 2,944NOK   

New equity upside 149.9%
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Ltd as an independent director. Fredly is an independent Norwegian investor and has a history of working 
with Spetalen. Fredly owns 5% of Standard through Apollo and has stakes in several Spetalen companies. 
George Crystallis looks like he was installed as an independent director just to increase the number of 
independent directors and owns no shares. He is from Cyprus (where the company is domiciled) and his 
LinkedIn lists him as previously being an owner and direct at CQS ltd, “providers of fiduciary and secretarial 
services”.  
The rest of the company is really an investment shell and literally has two employees: a General 
Manager/CEO who was paid $48k in 2017 and CFO who was paid $28k. Both are based in Cyprus and hold 
no shares in Standard Drilling. 

 
Insider Buying/Selling 
A potential red flag is that Saga significantly reduced their stake in Q1 having previously increased it to fund 
acquisitions. However, this could simply be Saga needing to raise cash to fund other investments: 

 
Fredly/Apollo increased stake and did not reduce: 
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Company History 
Standard is just one of numerous vehicles Spetalen has set up in the past to make energy investments, and 
so was the history of Standard specifically has been one of mixed success, it should be viewed in the context 
of a series of successful investments Spetalen has made. 
Standard was founded in 2010 by Norwegian investors Oystein Stray Spetalen, Glen Ole Rodland and 
Gunnar Hvammen to own and finance a jack-up rig to be constructed in Singapore. The company raised 
$42mm in a private placement in December 2010 and was listed on the Oslo Axess in March 2011. The 
company raised another $330mm in a private placement in March 2011 and in May 2011 acquired 2 further 
jack-up rigs under construction in Singapore. In 2011 Standard ordered a further 4 rigs at the same shipyard 
to bring its fleet to 7 rigs under construction. The company set up a subsidiary in Singapore called S.D. 
Standard Drilling (Singapore) Pte Ltd. 
However, between 2011 and 2013 the board decided to sell all rig building contracts due to fear over global 
economic growth. The company then changed strategy from being a builder and operator to becoming an 
investment company within the oil and gas sector. 
In September 2014 the company acquired NOK 420mm of Prospector Offshore Drilling SA at NOK 17.50 per 
share, representing at 25.4% stake. This was paid for entirely in cash. However, just one month later in 
November 2014 the company disposed all shares for NOK 14.50. The company claims this was due to 
negative developments in the offshore drilling space and that it was “able to cut losses before the offshore 
drilling market tumbled”. The share price of Prospector Offshore Drilling over this period subsequently dipped 
to NOK 8.5 but recovered. In 2015, following the sale of its stake in Prospector, Standard ceased operations 
and delisted. 
The series of investments it has since made in the PSV market began in 2016 (see timeline above). 
 
Management of Ships is Outsourced 
Management of ships is outsourced primarily to Fletcher Shipping. Standard itself has no sailors and very 
few employees. It is really an investment vehicle. Standard pays Fletcher a management fee per day per 
vessel in operation and compensation for the vessels hired. No fees are accrued for vessels in layup.  
Fletcher was established in 2007 and is responsible for seeking and negotiating employment for the vessels 
in addition to the daily running of the vessels either in lay-up or when on charter. Fletcher provides 
commercial, technical, and corporate services, including vessel maintenance, crewing, purchasing, shipyard 
supervision, insurance and financial service in addition to being responsible for the equipment used for the 
vessels’ safe operation. See more at: https://www.fletcher-group.com/about-us 
Remøy Management is the manager for the vessels World Diamond, World Perdiot, World Pearl and World 
Opal. The four vessels are currently in layup in Ålesund, Norway. 
The Vessels World Emerald and World Sapphire are managed by Tschudi Ship Management. The two 
vessels are currently in layup in Cadiz, Spain. Tschudi Ship Management is located in Estonia and is a wholly 
owned subsidiary of the Tschudi Shipping Company. 
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Financials 
Note: historic financials are not particularly useful given that most of the vessels were only acquired in the 
last few months and are equity investments rather than operated by Standard. The most important item is 
the book value of the vessels on the balance sheet. These were listed at $88.4mm at the end of 2017, and 
revised up to $91.9mm at Q1 2018. The book value is the average of valuations from two independent 
valuers. The valuers consider these to be distressed values, and calculate it by estimating fair market value 
for today and applying a discount. If Standard had reported the estimated fair market value rather than 
distressed market value, the book value of the vessels at the end of Q1 would have been $131.6mm rather 
than $91.9mm. Taking this $131.6mm and adding the $21mm of net cash at the end of Q1 would give 
Standard an intrinsic value of $152.6mm. The current enterprise value is $105.61mm. 

 

 
 

Amounts in $mms 2016 2017

Cash 1.8$           12.1$         
Trade and receivables 0.1$           0.0$           

Senior secured callable bonds 2.0$           0.1$           Bonds in World Wide Supply (converted to equity)
Loan receivable -$           -$           

Available-for-sale financial assets 0.0$           0.0$           
Others 0.0$           0.0$           

Total Current Assets 4.0$           12.3$         

Financial Assets 5.3$           88.4$         Book value of vessels
Other 0.0$           0.0$           

Total Non Current Assets 5.3$           88.4$         
Total Assets 9.3$           100.6$       

Trade and other payables 0.2$           0.2$           
Total liabilities 0.2$           0.2$           

Equity 9.1$           100.5$       

Amounts in $mms 2016 2017

Changes in fair value of financial assets 0.2$           (2.6)$          
Other gains and losses -$           0.3$           

Interest income 0.0$           0.2$           
Net FX gains -$           1.6$           

Admin fees (0.5)$          (0.7)$          
Operating Income (0.3)$          (1.2)$          

Financing expenses (0.0)$          (0.0)$          
Profit before tax (0.3)$          (1.2)$          

Tax -$           -$           

Net income (0.3)$          (1.2)$          

Amounts in $mms 2016 2017

Net income (0.3)$          (1.2)$          
Payments to acquire financial assets (5.1)$          (81.5)$        acquisition of vessels

Change in WC (0.3)$          2.5$           
Other (0.2)$          (1.8)$          

Net cash from operations (5.6)$          (80.8)$        

Redemption of senior secure callable bonds -$           3.6$           redeemed from World Wide Supply
Purchase of senior secure callable bonds (2.0)$          (1.4)$          Bonds in World Wide Supply (converted to equity)

Interest Received 0.0$           0.2$           
Net cash from investing activities (2.0)$          2.5$           

Equity issuance -$           92.1$         issuing equity to acquire vessels
Equity issuance costs -$           (3.8)$          

Net cash from financing activities -$           88.4$         

Balance Sheet

Cash Flow

Income Statement


